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Background 

The study of SES and fertility has a long tradition in both economics and demography. Theories 

have been developed to explain both positive and negative associations between SES and 

fertility, as well as how these have changed over time. Most of the research based on micro-level 

data in Western countries have dealt with fertility differentials either during the first demographic 

transition, around the turn of the 20th century, or in the relatively recent past (post 1970). Few 

studies have looked at how the timing of fertility over the reproductive period has been associated 

with different aspects of socioeconomic status during the period in-between.  

 

Objectives 

The aim of this paper is to study socioeconomic differences in the timing of childbearing from 

the end of the first demographic transition to present times. We analyze associations between 

both social class and income and parity-specific duration to next birth for second and higher order 

births. 

 

Data and methods 

We use micro-level data on birth histories, occupation and income for individuals and couples. 
Data come from the Scanian Economic-Demographic Database (SEDD) which consists of individual-level 

longitudinal information on family and socioeconomic attainment for individuals in a 5-parish region and 

the port town Landskrona, from 1920-2011. Data for the time period of 1920-1968 have been collected 

from archival sources and then been linked to nation-wide data for the period 1968-2011, maintained by 

Statistics Sweden. The links are based on the unique personal numbers introduced in 1947. We use 

discrete-time event-history models to estimate the association between social class/income and 

parity-specific duration to next birth.  

 

Results 

Preliminary results indicate pronounced changes over time in the class and income differentials in 

the timing of second and higher-order births. For second births a more or less perfect gradient 

evolves over time with the highest classes (richest) having the shortest duration (highest fertility), 

and the lower classes (poorest) the longest (lowest fertility). For durations to higher-order births, 

a J-shaped pattern emerges for income, with the richest and poorest having the shortest durations, 

and the medium-income groups having the longest. The patterns for class are similar, but not as 

accentuated.  
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